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A NOTE FROM THE CREATOR:
Starlit tidings!
If you’re reading this then you have either:
a) already purchased my mini-oracle deck
‘The Serenitist Oraculum’, and eagerly await
guidance,
or b) are interested in learning more about how this
deck works first.
I hope that this little guide helps you enhance
whatever path you find yourself on, much like how
this franchise has illuminated mine. This is my first
time putting my name so prominently on my own
craft [and I would be lying if I said I wasn’t nervous!],
but I earnestly believe that not only is the effort
worth it, but it’s also been a long time coming. I’m
sure that as this deck grows and evolves, so too will
the information presented here change to fit its
needs.
So with gratitude, pride, and courage- I present to
you this Little Pink Book to ‘The Serenitist Oraculum’
– completely free.
In the Name of the Moon~

Lindsay
Magical Girl High Priestess of DarkLake Tarot
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WHAT IS
‘THE SERENITIST ORACULUM’?
L: The Serenitist Oraculum is the combination of
DarkLake Tarot’s studies into divination and the various
aspects of the Sacred Feminine- all framed through the
lens of pop culture theology. The Sailor Moon franchise
has played such an important part in my life, becoming
the foundation of my personal magical practice [known
in some circles of the internet as Serenitism]. Having
found solace, strength and purpose from Sailor Moon
and her team of Sailor Senshi, it made perfect sense to
give this legendary series the homage it deserves
through an divination project of its very own.
The deck currently features my original artwork, with
assistance from fellow artist and friend Ande Rose
[whose work you should totally check out @
anderose.com – just saying!].
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

SO WAIT- WHAT IS SERENITISM?
L: I stumbled upon Serenitism as a concept years ago,
on a now-defunct website that served to view the
franchise as a blueprint for a spiritual or magical
practice- possessing its own Commandments based on
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ideals or values found throughout the series, and
deifying its cast of characters. While there are certain
points that I don’t ascribe to [as I don’t believe that
Sailor Moon is *real* in the same way that, say,
Christians find the life of Jesus as told through the Bible
to be real], I still found the exercise compelling enough
to put into practice as an adult. I choose to see
Takeuchi’s seminal series through the lens of adaptation
and allegory - after all, a large portion of the franchise
makes use of her reinterpretation of classic Roman and
Japanese mythology, the metaphysical properties of
gemstones, and more. As someone whose magical
practice revolves around the Cosmos and astrology, it
made sense to use Sailor Moon as a whole as powerful
avatars of that same Cosmic energy- as that is what
resonates most powerfully for me!
As such, The Serenitist Oraculum is just the natural
progression of that ideology’s expression.
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

DO I NEED TO REALLY BE A
“MOONIE EXPERT” TO USE THIS
DECK?
L: While it certainly would be impressive, an
encyclopaedic knowledge of every iteration of Sailor
Moon is definitely not necessary! While picking
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characters to include in the project, I tried to include
individuals and iconography that would be familiar and
accessible to anyone coming in from any part of the
franchise - and with the manga, 90s anime, the Sera
Myu musicals, the live-action Pretty Guardian Sailor
Moon series AND the Sailor Moon Crystal reboot, there
is a LOT of room for you to infuse your own personal
interpretation!
Personally speaking I tend to favour interpretations
from the manga- but even then there are aspects of
certain Ladies I can’t help but keep in mind should They
turn up in a reading.
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

WHAT’S WITH THOSE TITLES?
L: The Titles on the cards [such as Sailor Moon being
stylised as ‘Serenity: The Silver Lady”] is meant to
harken back to the idea of an Epithet that would be
used in ancient religions and mythology to describe a
role or function that the deity possessed.
As such, I created these epithets by drawing inspiration
from the role these figures play in the series. Some pay
homage to a title or name already synonymous with the
character,
[such as Chibimoon’s ‘Small Lady’ moniker], while
others combine their role with the source of their
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powers or particular aspect of their personality. ‘The
Silver Lady’ for Sailor Moon, for example, ties back to
her role as the Sovereign of the Moon Kingdom
[or ’Silver Millennium’], as well as the esoteric
association of the Moon itself and her parallel to the
Goddess Selene.
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

WILL MORE CHARACTERS BE
ADDED?
L: YES!

Currently only the core members of what I have

affectionately dubbed “The Serenitist Pantheon” have
been included, but plans for future expansions are
already in place. So if you’re wondering where
characters such as Luna and Artemis, Helios, The Sailor
Starlights, or even some of the villains are- stay tuned
for updates!
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★
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OKAY I’M READY!!
HOW SHOULD I USE THE DECK?
L: The short of it? Any way you want!
The Serenitist Oraculum is meant to be used in a similar
fashion to any other oracle or affirmation deck you
might be familiar with. Pull a card by itself to give
yourself a bit of Moonie inspiration, or add a card to
add another layer to your tarot spread. Add a card to
your personal altar space for extra planetary protection,
or even use in your own spellcrafting.
Much like most oracle decks available commercially,
there is flexibility in its structure [unlike the rigidity of
other forms of cartomancy like Tarot]. While The
Serenitist Oraculum was created as a reflection of my
path as a Serenitist, it’s not the only way to approach
the cards! I encourage you to forge your own
relationship with these powerful figures, and let them
speak to you in a way that is best.
Buuuuut if you want a demonstration on how I may
approach a reading with the deck, I can oblige with an
example  Let’s say I wanted to do a single card draw
to carry some Serenitist energy with me through the
week, and I pulled Serenity:
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So now the question is
“how do I use Serenity as a source of power in my life?”
With my own knowledge of the series, here’s what I
would personally consider:
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1) Any Notable Iconography?
a. I chose her form as Neo-Queen Serenity
in particular [as opposed to any form of
Sailor Moon, or even Princess Serenity]
because of her status as Sovereign and
mastery of the Silver Crystal.

2) Traditional Associations?
a. As I mentioned before, Sailor Moon in
particular is analogous to the Moon
Goddess Selene and thus the Moon
itself. The character is also a Cancer in
Western astrology.

3) Role In The Series?
a. As the protagonist, the series follows
Tsukino Usagi’s growth as a person into
her maturation as a Senshi and eventual
Messiah/Sovereign figure of the world.
She is representative of our greatest
capacity for untapped potential. She is
the unifying force between her fellow
Senshi- bringing together unlikely
persons to form not only a tight-knit
team, but a family of friends. She brings
out the best in them with her earnest
and all-loving nature- and they in turn
bring out the best in her. And of course,
her relationship with Prince Endymion
defies an ancient societal taboo and
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transcends lifetimes as destined
partners.

4) Her Realm of Influence [Or
Powerset]?
a. Compassionate or Agape Love, Healing
and Purification, Righteous Justice.
And so I combine all of that understanding to craft a
meaning and affirmation that is specific to the
parameters I’ve set with my weekly intention.
Something perhaps along the lines of:
“This week I affirm that I am capable of so much. I
overcome life’s obstacles with a compassionate heart
and the support of those I want to protect. I allow
myself to feel my emotions honestly, and know how
best to balance my virtues with my vices.”
And voila! 
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

Let’s switch things up- instead of seeking affirmation,
let’s suppose that you were in the middle of spellcrafting or a ritual, and you sought the aid of certain
energies- and once again you pulled Serenity. This time
look to both her Realm of Influence and even the roles
she plays with certain relationship dynamics:
a) If your spell was about warding yourself against
ill-intent, or petitioning for justice to be done
towards those who would use their talents for
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malice, then channelling Serenity would be a
great choice as her self-proclaimed Title IS that
of ‘Champion of Love + Justice!’
b) A spell for self-healing and purification would
also benefit greatly from Serenity’s Influence, as
almost all of her specialty attacks focus on
healing with an open heart.
c) If strengthening the bond of a relationship is
your goal, be mindful of what relationship you
wish to use as your basis. A mother-daughter
strengthening would call for Serenity’s card to
be paired with Chibi Moon, for instance,
whereas the bond between romantic partners
would use Lord Endymion instead.
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

Both of these methods can be applied to any of the
cards and the members of the Pantheon depicted
therein- it is simply a matter of applying your own
understanding of the series to fit what you need, while
also being willing to experiment!:
Who would you call upon to act as a barrier maiden
archetype?
Who best represents the promise of a new future to
you?
Whose help would you seek for courage? Strength?
Intuition?
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Whose energies are a better fit for the astrological
forecast ahead?
There is no wrong answer – so don’t be afraid to work
with your own connections 

★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★

FINAL WORDS
I again want to express my gratitude to you all for
reading this far and checking out
‘The Serenitist Oraculum’!
As this project grows, I’d love to hear more from you on
what you’d like me to share more of. Maybe more of
my Serenitist practice? How I choose which aspects of a
figure to depict? More examples of how to utilize the
deck? Connect with me on Facebook or Instragram
@DarkLakeTarot, and of course you can subscribe to
the DarkLake Newsletter @ DarkLakeTarot.com to be
the first to receive updates on future developments!
In the meantime, if you’d like to own a 1st edition run of
‘The Serenitist Oraculum’ or to order any of my reading
services, you can also visit my website at
DarkLakeTarot.com/readings
★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★・・・・・・★
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The Serenitist Mandala
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